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Association of defense of father Marie Dominique PHILIPPE 
La Gelinotte – 1, rue d’Aulnois 55170 Juvigny-en-Perthois 

defensedupmdphilippe@orange.fr 
 

“To implement everything in order to defend the honor, the memory, the thought, the intellectual, spiritual and human inheritance 
of father Marie-Dominique PHILIPPE (1912-2006), as regards his person as well as his spiritual commitments.” 

 

 
Information note n°4 

 
Paris, on August 15, 2016 
 
The political stance that gave rise to the defamatory statements of May 2013 (see 
Information Note No. 3) manifested itself once again during the first semester of 2016. 

During the first half of January, the Ordinary of the Congregation of St Jean attempted to 
dispose of the PHILIPPE family’s complaint without a trial. An appeal, legally denouncing the 
motive invoked, was made in Rome in late January by the PHILIPPE family.  

Not a single report about this investigation conducted primarily by a few oblates of the 
community of St. Jean, the fourth branch of this community has been published on the site of 
the Congrégation de St. Jean. 

Yet, the interim conclusions were enriched by and shared with the vast majority of its priors 
and vicars for more than 9 months preceding the General Elective Chapter. 

The ad hoc Commissioner mandated to investigate the charges against father Marie-
Dominique PHILIPPE met with the key lay critics of father MD PHILIPPE during his mission 
but never responded to 2 written requests from our organization at the beginning and the end 
of his mission. 

He also did not inquire about the hundreds of testimonies received for the past 3 years about 
the heroic nature of father MD PHILIPPE’s virtues.  

It seems that the conclusions submitted to the Roman authorities have established a parallel 
between the unproven charges concerning father MD PHILIPPE and the known, deviant 
behavior of several brothers. 

This parallel is not acceptable. Much factual evidence, documented and verifiable, will 
provide the proof that this deviant behavior along with the misconceptions of several 
influential brothers and sisters regarding the teachings of father MD PHILIPPE are at the 
origin of the slander.  

The indifference of the French ecclesiastical hierarchy and the governing body of the 
Community of St Jean in regard to this work contrasts with the attentive interest and the 
discreet but effective cooperation of many importants officials of the Church for over 3 
years. This indifference is, in fact, a counter testimony to the culture of encounter and 
dialogue put forth by the Holy Father, the only path to a genuine search for the truth.  

This indifference especially reveals the implicit disavowal of father MD PHILIPPE by the 
government of the Congregation of St Jean, duly noted by many brothers, sisters and oblates 
of this community for several years and confirmed by the re-election of the General Prior, 
principal author of the slander. 

As a result, the judicial work against the detractors of father MD PHILIPPE advances every 
day, albeit slowly, but inexorably, just like the rehabilitation of father MD PHILIPPE.  


